The paper is concerned with the prediction of wear of worm gear wheel teeth. The wear model that has been developed is based upon a full elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) analysis of the contact between the teeth at various stages of meshing. Wear over the contacting region on the wheel tooth is calculated from a modified Archard-type law, taking pressure, film thickness and sliding values from the EHL results. The development of wear i s obtained by an iterative process in which the shape of the contacting surfaces, as modified by wear, is updated in the EHL solution. This process leads to the prediction of wear contours on the gear teeth from which the increase in backlash (a practical measure of worm gear wear) can be obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Worm gear configurations used for power transmission typically consist of a steel worm running against a bronze or phosphor bronze worm wheel. The wheel teeth are usually manufactured using an "oversize" hob so that the initial contact between the teeth is at a point. Under load the contact is in the form of an elliptical area with lubricant entrainment predominantly in the major axis direction. This geometrical configuration leads to relatively thin EHL films between the contacting teeth as seen in our earlier work [1] . The kinematic configuration is close to that of simple sliding as the velocity of the wheel tooth surface relative to the nominal contact point is very low in comparison with that of the worm. The combination of poor film-forming and high sliding together with the use of a relatively soft gear wheel material (in order to avoid scuffing) means that wear rates are much higher than those found in most types of conventional gears. Continuous wear in steel/bronze worm gears is therefore almost inevitable and methods are therefore sought to predict the rate at which wear occurs and its consequences in terms of the contact conditions. The wear model presented in this paper is based upon a full EHL analysis of the tooth contact which gives the pressure and film thickness distribution over the loaded area. Corresponding wear is calculated using the well known Archard wear l aw which is extended to take the variation of pressure and film thickness over the contact area into account in determining the wear rate.
THEORY
The initial shape of the surfaces of the teeth is obtained from a simulation of the cutting process (using an "oversize" hob) as developed by Fish and Munro [2] . This also establishes the point of contact between the teeth at various stages of meshing under zero load and the direction of the common normal to the surfaces at the contact point. The entrainment velocity vectors in worm gear contacts follow curved paths. An EHL analysis of such contacts had been developed which takes account of the special kinematic conditions in which entrainment and sliding vectors vary over the contact region. The high degree of sliding also necessitates a non-Newtonian treatment due to the relatively high shear rates involved. The authors have shown previously [1] that it is necessary to formulate the Reynolds equation for such conditions in terms of the local sliding and non-sliding directions. Modelling of the elastic deformation of the surfaces is carried out using the differential deflection technique pioneered by the authors [3] . This approach allows close coupling of the elasticity and fluid flow equations resulting in a very robust and rapidly -converging EHL solver. A detailed explanation of this coupled technique is given in our earlier paper [3] and is not repeated here. Figure 1(i) shows the results of an EHL calculation for one position during the meshing cycle of a gear pair having a two-start worm. The aspect ratio of the nominal contact area in this case is about 15:1, but this has been distorted in the figure by a factor of two for clarity of presentation. The film thickness in the centre region of this contact is calculated to be about 0.45 µm, but there are two regions of severe thinning where the thickness falls to about 0.15 µm. These localized areas of thinning are aligned with the sweeping curves of the entrainment action between the two surfaces as discussed in detail in [1] . The effect of bending of the teeth is to produce a contact which is slightly more elongated than that predicted on the basis of the semi-infinite assumption. This behavior is included in the form of a correction to the unloaded geometry. 
Where p is the local contact pressure; u s is the local sliding speed; Ra is the combined roughness of the surfaces; and h is the local oil film thickness. The power n is a disposable parameter that influences the effect of the "lambda ratio" h/R a ; the value specified in the relevant standards [6] is 2.24 and this value is adopted in the present study. Figure 1 (ii) shows contours of the wear rate calculated by application of the above equation corresponding to the EHL solution shown in Figure   1 (i). It may be noted that the highest wear rate corresponds to the regions of severe film thinning.
During the meshing cycle the calculated wear pattern changes continuously as the contact moves from the tip to the root of the wheel. In order to sum the wear over the meshing cycle the wear rate is integrated with respect to time over the whole tooth surface. EHL solutions are obtained at a number of meshing positions over the meshing cycle. The time integration of wear is then carried out over 10 time steps between each of these EHL solution points with the wear rate at each time step being obtained by interpolation between the EHL solution points. The wear produced in this way is then subtracted from the initial shape of the wheel and the process is carried out repeatedly. The amount of wear that can take place at each solution stage (the "wear step") before the process becomes unstable is determined by trial and error. In the example considered a wear step of up to 8 µm was found to be acceptable. Figure 2 shows contours of accumulated wear on the surface of the wheel tooth in which the maximum depth of wear is 21 µm. This, and similar results, show that there is a tendency for wear to be concentrated near the centre of the tooth and towards the root of the wheel. The latter effect is associated with higher contact pressures due to the higher curvature of the teeth at their roots and a less favorable film geometry. A practical measure of wear in worm gears i s the increase in backlash under unloaded conditions. This quantity can be obtained from the above analysis and can be used as a means of correlating predicted and measured wear. (ii) Figure 1 . Contours of (i) film thickness / µm, and (ii) calculated wear rate µm / s obtained from an EHL solution at one point in the meshing cycle of a worm gear. Note that the y axis is scaled by a factor of two to aid clarity. 
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